HOW BIG TECH’S “DIGITAL TRADE” AGENDA UNDERMINES DATA PRIVACY & REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE
Since the overturn of *Roe v. Wade*, **data privacy** is more important than ever for people receiving or providing **abortion services**.

*Who has access to your personal information can increase vulnerability to prosecution and other forms of persecution.*

---

**BIG TECH TRACKS YOUR**

- GEOLOCATION
- FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
- SEARCH HISTORY
- PRIVATE MESSAGING
- APP USE ... AND MORE
As calls for data privacy protections get louder, Big Tech has been quietly pushing “digital trade” pacts that would block new privacy rules

International trade agreements set binding rules that take priority over federal, state and local law

THE “DIGITAL TRADE” SNEAK ATTACK

Using trade deals as a back-door means of blocking new privacy protections
If Big Tech gets their way, pending “digital trade” pacts will restrict new policies on:

- Where your private data can be transmitted
- Where your data is stored (and thus whether you can access and control it)
- Algorithm transparency & accountability
- Anti-trust & more

This "digital trade" agenda undermines data privacy & abortion rights
Trade pacts that Big Tech lobbyists are attempting to rig behind closed doors include:

- IPEF: THE INDO-PACIFIC ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK
- APEP: AMERICAS PARTNERSHIP FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
- TTC: U.S.-E.U. TRADE & TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
- KENYA STIP: U.S.-KENYA STRATEGIC TRADE & INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP
Reproductive justice groups, privacy advocates, journalists & the public have all been locked out of IPEF and other trade negotiations — while Big Tech lobbyists have been invited in.

Tell trade negotiators in the Biden administration: Don't let Big Tech undermine data privacy via “digital trade” deals!
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